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I nstructions to Candidates!

Attempt anyJive questions, selecting one question from each unit. All questions

carry equol marks. (Schematic diagrams must he shown wherever necessary.

Any data you feel missing suitably be assumed and stated clearly. {tyits of
qua.ntities used/calculated must be stated clearly' 
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Unit - I

1. a) Explain Engineering application of optim izaLi,anTechniques.

b) Find the extreme point of the function.

f (x,,xr) ='ri + xi +9xl +18x1, +144

OR

1. a) A rectangular sheet of metal of sides a and b has four equal square portions

removed at the corners and the sides are then turned up so as to form an open

rectangular box. Find the depth of the box when the volume of the box is

maximum. (8)

b) Maximize z=6x,+8xr-ri *xi

s.t 4x,+3xr=16 (8)

3x, +5x, = I 5. x,xr) 0

Unit - lI

Z. a) Solve the following pinear programming problem by graphical method.

(8)

(8)

381656 /zdie (l) fCohtil.,r



(8)b)

Min z:Zx,+3x,

s.t x,*xr<4
6x, +2x, > 8

x, +5xr> 4
x, S3

xr 33

xr.xr20

Solve the following.transpbrtution problem to maximi ze theprofit

OR

Solve the following LPP

Maxirnize z =.-4xr-3xr-9x.

s.t 2xr+4xr+6x, >15

6xr+ x, + 6x.212

, xpx2,x1) 0 
.

Write the dual ofthe linearprogramming problem

Maximize z : x, -2x, +3x-

s.t. Zxr+5"rr<16

5x, + 4xr> 18

\+x2*x. =lg

x, ) 0, xr 30 , xj unrestricted in sign

(8)

(8)

(8)

a)2.

b)
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b)

b)

a)4.

b)

3. a)

3. a)

Define the followins :

i. Jacobi symbol

ii. Sieve of Eratosthenes

State and prove the chinese Remainder Theorem.

OR

Suppose n is a positive in{eger and k is relatively prime to n then :

Poa) 
=l(mod 

n) (8)

If {G:*} is a finite cyclic group generated by on element a eG and is of order

n, then an:e so that G - {o,o',,..........,a'(=e1} . Also n is the leastpositive integer

(8)

(8)

(8)

(8)

(8)

4.

for which an : e

Unit - lV

a) Obtain the Laplace transform of

a(x" 0) =3sin2nx
z(0,1) = I
u(l,t)=0 where 0<x< l, / > 0

(o' *l)x : r cos2r,x10) = 0.x'(0) = 0

OR

Use convolution theorem to evaluate

rl
r;) s IL 1 ----;----;-; a

l(s' + a')' )

r12

Solve +:++ with the boundary conditionsd 6x' - -'-J

l-coslJU)= (8)

b) Use Laplace transform to solve the tbllowing differential equations

(8)
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(8)5.

Unit - V

a) Use stirling formula to find f(11), given that

X: 2 610 I4 18

18.0s7y: 21.857 21.025 20.132 19.145

b) Use picards methods to solve

dv

;=t+x/ given that Y(o): I

Tabulated y(0. I ), y(0.2)

OR

5. a) Use Lagrange's interpolation formula to find the value ofx when y : i 5 if the
following value of x and y are given (8)

x569 t4

16

method to find an approximate value of y
(8)

y: 12

(8)

13 l4

b) Apply Runge - Kutta Fourth order
when x:0.2 given that

dv v'-x'
t=:7-:j with y(0) : 1dx y- +x-
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